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Personal Profile 
Name Treena Brand 

Iwi  Ngati Porou, Ngapuhi 

Personal 
statement  

As both an educator and parent, I realise the importance of curiosity, empowerment, and              
self belief to develop a passion for lifelong learning. I am committed to working alongside               
teachers to help them to realise the full potential of the learners whom they influence every                
day. I believe that this is achieved through creating supportive learning environments where             
the curriculum can be explored in a variety of authentic ways which engage both the               
collective and individuals. As an agent of change, I believe that the future of education is                
based in building teachers’ capability, collaboration, increasing student agency, and the           
affordances of digital technologies. These targeted attributes allow for both effectiveness           
and efficiencies within education that in turn can empower and nurture our tamariki to              
become critical, collaborative, and creative lifelong learners and knowledge creators. 
Ko tōu rourou. Ko taku rourou. Ka ora ai te iwi.  
With your food basket and my food basket the people will thrive. 

Professional Learning and Development Practice 
● Collaborating in innovative, 1:1 digital learning environments 
● Developing trust and teamwork to strengthen teams to become highly effective 
● Modern Learning Pedagogies from working successfully in Innovative Learning Environments (ILEs) 
● Digitally fluent in designing for learning across a plethora of digital platforms and applications 
● Pedagogies underpinning the educational use of digital technologies 
● Culturally Responsive and Relational Practices 
● Open to learning conversations and developing growth mindsets 
● Conceptually planning integrated curriculum learning 
● Capturing student voice to empower next steps 
● Implementing learning progressions to inform student agency and self-regulation 
● Models of inquiry linked to the New Zealand Curriculum 
● Analysis and interpretation of qualitative and quantitative data 

Professional Information 
  Academic history  

2015 - Bachelor of Education (Honours) 
2011 - 2013 - Bachelor of Education (Primary Teaching) 
Research interests 
How primary-aged students select and use online information to represent their own understanding 
Presentations 
2015 - Learning Network NZ: BYOD - Making it Mobile [Co-presented] Feedback & Feedforward - How can                 
digital affordances change your practice? 
2015 - Queenspark School, Christchurch: Whole School PLD [Co-presented with Chris Bradbeer] Modern             
Learning Pedagogies: Highly Effective Collaborative teams  
Ground-breaking initiatives [participant] 
2015 - Stonefields School - 1:1 iPad pilot program Year 2 learners (8 teachers across 2 learning hubs) 
2015 - Stonefields School - Year 3 learners - 1:1 Chromebook immersion 
2014 - 2015 - Manaiakalani Digital Teacher Academy (MDTA) foundation member  
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Examples of Practice (Summary) 

Throughout her own professional journey Treena has had the opportunity to be a proactive participant in                
many different teaching/learning environments, from New Zealand to Tonga. This has enabled her to gain               
unique and authentic insights into the dissonance and rubs that can occur across a variety of learning                 
environments.  

Treena has experience at implementing systems and processes that enable teachers to create             
assessment-capable and self-regulated learners. Throughout her facilitation she is able to observe            
teachers’ practice and make suggestions on how small process changes or mindset shifts can greatly               
impact self-regulation and student agency. She is able to unpack and moderate the language of governing                
framework documents, New Zealand Curriculum and Literacy Language Progressions (LLP) to further            
identify next steps for learners to target. Through her modelling of this skill she actively builds teachers’                 
capacities to do this both independently and collaboratively. 

A large part of Treena’s facilitation delivery is based on collaboration and building a culture of teamwork                 
and trust. She understands the nuance and trepidation of exposing your practice to your peers and so she                  
navigates this based on the principle of whakawhanaungatanga. Through creating an environment where             
courageous conversations can occur she builds a space where teams can work in a highly effective                
manner towards the common goal of shifting learner outcomes. Treena understands the time pressures              
within the education sector and is highly motivated to create an environment of collaboration where teams                
can gain efficiencies and synergy by working together. Often improvements in shifting or accelerating              
learners’ outcomes occur through introducing more efficient processes, at other times from challenging the              
mindset of teachers by understanding their direct influence within a learning environment, and sometimes              
through a combination of them both. 

Treena believes that working with digital affordances plays an integral part in becoming more efficient and                
effective thanks to the ubiquitous nature the affordances provide. Through empowering teachers to work in               
digital environments she can observe and make suggestions to adapt and support their current practices.               
By exposing teachers to a variety of different digital tools, and the pedagogies that underpin them, she is                  
able to wrap around and support teachers in a more nurturing style. Treena is a firm believer that you                   
should select and use the right tool for the job, and recognises that sometimes the right tool is not in a                     
digital format at all. Treena’s biggest passion with using digital tools is their capacity to unlock learners’                 
thinking and their ability to create artefacts based on learners’ new understandings. These two aspects of                
learning are key to a future-focussed practice and are underpinned with the Digital Technologies              
Curriculum. 

Treena moulds her facilitation process around a knowledge-building, inquiry-based approach. Her strength            
is taking a teacher’s ‘hunch’ about learning and then finding and analysing data that helps to inform the                  
next steps towards raising achievement or causing acceleration. Treena informs her facilitation through her              
expertise in the learning areas of differentiated instruction, creating student agency, using modern learning              
pedagogies, and the use of digital tools to design learning experiences in schools. As a facilitator, Treena                 
has the capability to be adaptable and flexible in responding to individual school needs and is sensitive to                  
the willingness of teachers to adopt new digital pedagogies and practices. 
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